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February dates to
remember
 Feb. 2 - Groundhog’s

Day
 Feb. 4 - Superbowl 52

Sand, water, and horsepower: Welcome to the year of the fracker

 Feb. 11 - National

Inventors Day
 Feb. 14 - Valentine’s

Day
 Feb. 18 - Battery Day

By Jordan Blum, Houston Chronicle
January 25, 2018 Updated: January
26, 2018 12:12pm

 Feb. 23 - Diesel

Engine Day

COMING IN MARCH:
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A Halliburton employee work
near rows of hydraulic fracturing pumping units at a
three pad site Monday, June
26, 2017, in Midland. ( Steve
Gonzales / Houston Chronicle )
Oil companies are on track to
produce a record 10 million
barrels of American crude a
day, a milestone that could be
reached as soon as February
largely due to another record
that is expected to fall in
coming months.
By the end of the year, fracking intensity is projected to
exceed levels reached in 2014
- the height of the so-called
shale revolution - as hydraulic
fracturing operations use
more sand, more water and
more pumping horsepower

than ever before to free oil
and gas from shale rock. The
result: U.S. crude production
should reach an all-time high
with just half the number of
drilling rigs used at the peak
of the last energy boom.
Welcome to the year of the
fracker.
The controversial technology
that transformed the U.S. energy industry and reshaped
global oil markets has advanced to a new level, becoming more science than art
as fracking operations run
round the clock, target ever
smaller sections of wells with
greater precision and greater
force, and squeeze more oil
out of every well.
"It never stops," said David
Adams, senior vice president
for completions and production for Halliburton of Houston. "We're pushing the limits."
As fracking plays an even
larger role in oil production, it
is boosting oilfield services
companies like Halliburton
that employ tens of thousands
of people in Houston and
Texas as well as creating
more jobs near the state's
shale fields, particularly the
Permian Basin in West Texas,
and increasing the flow of oil
and gas to fuel an export
boom of crude, chemicals and

liquefied natural gas along the
Gulf Coast.
It also is intensifying environmental concerns about air and
water pollution, the destruction of habitat, the future of
endangered species and increased number of earthquakes, which have been tied
to the millions of barrels of
chemical-laced wastewater
that are pumped into deep,
underground disposal wells.
"There are still people out
there subjected to significant
health impacts and potential
property damage or, at least,
having the wits scared out of
them," said Luke Metzger,
director of the advocacy
group Environment Texas.
Fracking 101
Hydraulic fracturing, or
fracking, is the high-pressure
injection of water, sand and
chemicals to crack shale rock
and release oil and natural
gas. When energy companies
combined fracking with horizontal drilling, it allowed
producers to tap multiple reservoirs of oil and gas from a
single rig site, ultimately reviving U.S. oil fields and
transforming the industry.
Today, 90 percent of the
wells in the Permian Basin
are drilled horizontally, up
(continued on page 2)

or more semi-trucks connected to pressure
increasing the flow of oil and gas to fuel
pumps which increasingly run 24-hours a
an export boom of crude, chemicals and
day, seven days a week. The U.S. record
liquefied natural gas along the Gulf Coast. for pressure pumping intensity, set in 2014
was about 18 million horsepower. Already
It also is intensifying environmental con- this year, frackers have deployed roughly
cerns about air and water pollution, the
15 million horsepower and analysts prodestruction of habitat, the future of endan- ject it could hit 19 million by the end of
gered species and increased number of
the year as new fracking fleets are assemearthquakes, which have been tied to the
bled.
millions of barrels of chemical-laced
wastewater that are pumped into deep,
Halliburton, which leads North American
underground disposal wells.
fracking market, said it built a handful of
new fleets at the end of the last year and is
"There are still people out there subjected likely to add more. Schlumberger, the
to significant health impacts and potential world's largest oilfield services company,
property damage or, at least, having the
said it may spend $100 million to upgrade
wits scared out of them," said Luke Metz- and unleash 20 fracking fleets recently
ger, director of the advocacy group Envi- acquired from Weatherford International,
ronment Texas.
which has its main operations in Houston.
"It's just massively increased in a short
Fracking 101
period of time," said James West, an energy analyst at the research firm Evercore
Hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, is the
ISI. "It's a big industrialization effort."
high-pressure injection of water, sand and
chemicals to crack shale rock and release The fracker rises - again
oil and natural gas. When energy companies combined fracking with horizontal
That effort is only expected to grow with
drilling, it allowed producers to tap multi- some 7,000 drilled wells waiting to be
ple reservoirs of oil and gas from a single fracked, nearly double the number in
rig site, ultimately reviving U.S. oil fields 2014, when oil prices were still at $100 a
and transforming the industry.
barrel. ProPetro, a Midland oilfield services company, said it could double its
Today, 90 percent of the wells in the Per- number of fracking crews from 10 at the
mian Basin are drilled horizontally, up
beginning of 2017 to 20 by the end of this
from just 10 percent in 2014. The amount year. ProPetro's 17th fracking fleet is
of sand used in the largest wells has
about to come online.
soared up to 50 million pounds, up from
an average of 3 million four years ago,
Each fracking fleet requires a crew of
while water consumption has surged to
about 30 people, about 15 for each 12about 25 million gallons per well, up from hour shift. ProPetro has tripled its workabout 5 million.
force in less than 18 months, from 400 to
1,200 - all working in the Permian.
Fracking facts
"It's pretty unprecedented to add capacity
Sand consumption in largest wells:
at that pace," said Dale Redman, ProPe2014: 3 million pounds
tro's CEO and co-founder. "It's been an
2018: 50 million pounds
unbelievable transition to watch."
Average water consumption per well:
2014: 5 million gallons
Houston-based Patterson-UTI Energy is
2018: 25 million gallons
known for its drilling, but the company's
Ratio of fracking fleets to drilling rigs:
fracking revenues exceeded 50 percent for
2014: 1:4
the first time late last year. That trend is
2018: 1:2
expected to continue for the foreseeable
Pumping horsepower deployed:
future as it keeps starting up more frack2014: 18 million horsepower
ing fleets, said Mark Siegel, the company
2018 (projected) 19 million horsepower
chairman.
Source: Industry data
"Fracking is becoming an ever-moreIn 2018, there is one fracking fleet for
important expense of each well," Siegel
every two drilling rigs, up from one fleet
said.
for every four rigs a few years ago. The
number of sections, or stages, of a well the This week, five workers were killed in
get fracked has doubled, from about 25 to Oklahoma in an explosion involving a
50.
Patterson-UTI rig. Siegel was interviewed
Fracking is powered by fleets of a dozen
(continued from page 1)

before the tragedy.
Byron Pope, an energy analyst at the Houston investment bank Tudor, Pickering,
Holt & Co., suggested that fracking horsepower may become a better indicator of
U.S. oil and gas production than the rig
count, as companies introduce high-tech
rigs that can drill more wells that are longer and closer together. The active U.S. rig
count was 936 last week, more than double its recent low of 404 in May 2016, but
far below the nearly 2,000 rigs that were
operating in 2014.
"The rig count is roughly half the prior
peak, but horsepower demand is going to
get back above that peak," Pope said. "It's
silently outpaced the rig count."
The pivot to fracking was anticipated this
year, but the big question now is how
much activity might accelerate if oil prices
stay near $65 a barrel compared to $45 at
mid-2017.
Exploration and production companies are
expected by analysts to boost spending in
U.S. oilfields by least 20 percent this year
- likely more - and much of that increase
will go to cover the costs of fracking
crews working in the Permian Basin and
other U.S. shale fields.
"The main issue is oil prices are that much
stronger than what everyone was expecting coming into the year," said Bill Herbert, a senior energy analyst at Piper
Jaffray & Co. in Houston. "That's huge."

From the Editor:
I hope you enjoy this February 2018 edition
of the ADDC Insight. We have tried to combine the best of the DDJ and the Insight. To
do so, I need your help! As usual, we will
include the monthly letters from our President, the committees, and the Regional Directors. Please send me your articles, event
flyers, and anything you’d like to share with
other regions and clubs.
Don’t forget you can purchase ads to be
placed in the Insight. Want to congratulate
you new club officers? Want your business to
reach over 1400 members across the US and
Canada? Buy an ad for the Insight, and help
support the Association.
I hope to hear from you soon!
Maggi Franks
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Trump administration exempts Florida from
offshore drilling expansion after pressure from
Republican governor
Decision spurs criticism of special treatment
Jeremy B White San Francisco

An offshore oil platform is seen in Huntington Beach, California REUTERS/Lucy Nicholson
The Trump administration has exempted Florida from a vast expansion of offshore oil drilling, mollifying the
state's Republican governor and angering Democrats.
Continuing its effort to unravel Barack Obama’s environmental legacy, the administration announced last
week that it would open virtually all offshore waters to oil and gas exploration — a stark reversal of Mr
Obama’s move to prohibit energy extraction across hundreds of millions of acres of ocean.
While the change drew praise from top Republicans and energy industry officials, it also generated a bipartisan backlash from elected officials in states that border the ocean — among them Florida’s Republican governor and senator, who warned of environmental degradation. The state is also home to Mr Trump's opulent Mar
-a-Lago club, a frequent destination he has taken to calling the "winter White House".

Acknowledging Florida Gov Rick Scott's concerns,
Secretary of the Interior Ryan Zinke said in a statement that national energy policy must incorporate
“the local and state voice” and backed Mr Scott’s
request to block new drilling off his state’s coast
after meeting with him.
“I support the governor’s position that Florida is
unique and its coasts are heavily reliant on tourism
as an economic driver,” Mr Zinke said. “As a result
of discussion with Governor Scott’s and his leadership, I am removing Florida from consideration for
any new oil and gas platforms.”
The special treatment drew a furious response from
some Democrats who wondered why their states
were not given a similar deal.
An offshore oil platform is seen in Huntington Beach, California
REUTERS/Lucy Nicholson
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Total, Chevron
declare major
oil find in the
Gulf of Mexico
By Daniel J. Graeber
Jan. 31, 2018 at 7:40 AM

The French company said
Wednesday it's the largest discovery it's ever made in the region.
Using a floating drillship, French
energy company Total and U.S.
supermajor Chevron announce a
major new oil discovery in the
U.S. Gulf of Mexico.

able to capture more opportunities
in the Gulf of Mexico through an
Jan. 31 (UPI) -- French energy
company Total said Wednesday it agreement with Chevron in a deal
made what it considers the largest that gave it between 25 percent
and 40 percent of the interest in
discovery it's ever made in the
U.S. waters of the Gulf of Mexico. several fields.
Total said Wednesday it ran
through a deep column of oil while The U.S. government said it exdrilling in its Ballymore prospect pects total production from the
Gulf of Mexico to average 1.7 milin the eastern U.S. waters of the
lion barrels per day this year and
Gulf of Mexico. In declaring the
discovery, the company said it was increase by another 100,000 baralready considered a commercial rels per day in 2019 on expectations of the start up of new fields.
prospect.
The U.S. Gulf of Mexico accounts
"Ballymore is the largest discovery for about 17 percent of U.S. oil
production and 5 percent of the
by Total in the prolific Gulf of
natural gas. Analysis published
Mexico and bolsters our new exearlier this month by consultant
ploration strategy put in place
since 2015," Kevin McLachlan, a group Wood Mackenzie said some
senior vice president for explora- deepwater assets in the U.S. Gulf
of Mexico can break even with a
tion at Total, said in an emailed
price of oil below $50 per barrel,
statement.
making them somewhat more
Chevron is the operator with a 60 competitive than shale.
percent interest in the prospect.
Both companies said drilling was
progressing to confirm the full potential of the discovery about 75
miles off the coast of Louisiana.
The initial well was drilled using a
floating drillship.

Photo courtesy of Chevron

ADDC NEEDS
YOU!
There are still committees that
need regional representatives!
Do you have an hour a month
to spare? That’s all it takes.
Some committees take less
time than that. You can make a
difference by volunteering.
Contact your Region Director
today or any Board member
and step up to help the
Association!

In September, Total said it was
10
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Canadian oil
exports by rail
increasing
By Daniel J. Graeber
Jan. 30, 2018 at 8:30 AM
Canadian oil exports by rail are at
highs not seen since 2014, federal
data show. Jan. 30 (UPI) -- With
Canadian crude oil production up
slightly, and given infrastructure
limitations, federal data show oil
exports by rail at a historic high.
The National Energy Board, the
Canadian regulator, reported total
oil exports by rail averaged
139,754 barrels per day in November, the last full month for which
data are available. Nearly all of the
oil exported from Canada heads to
the U.S. market and, for the week
ending Nov. 10, the four-week
moving average for exports south
was 3.1 million barrels per day.
NEB data show the November average for exports by rail was the
highest since November 2014,
when the average was 150,960 barrels per day. The November 2017
average was 16 percent higher than
the previous year. Total Canadian
crude oil production for that month
was about one-tenth of a percent
higher than the same time last year,
or about 7,100 barrels per day, and
that oil needs to have someplace to
go.
In November, pipeline company

File photo by Steven Frame/UPI
TransCanada closed down its Keystone network from Alberta after
reporting a release of about 5,000
barrels of oil in rural South Dakota.
The pipeline has been operating at
about 80 percent of its full capacity
since then.
Even still, federal Canadian data
show exports by rail for October
2017 was, at an average of 136,531
barrels per day, about 30,000 barrels per day higher than the previous year.
An accelerated rate of crude oil
production in North America started straining existing pipeline capacity at least four years ago, forcing the industry to turn to rail
transport to take up the slack. In
July 2013, 47 people died in LacMegantic, Quebec, when a train
carrying oil from the Bakken shale
formation derailed and exploded.
Canadian transport officials introduced new regulations in the wake
of the disaster aimed at increasing

safety on the Canadian rail system.
The measure from regulator
Transport Canada started with an
order to remove around 5,000 tanker cars designated DOT-111 from
service almost immediately.
Sandy Fielden, the director for oil
and products research at Morningstar, said in a report it may be
mid-2019 before new pipelines are
in service in Canada, leaving rail as
the mid-term stop gap, but the fleet
of tank cars might be the limiting
factor.
"The railroads are reluctant to commit resources to rail shipments that
may quickly fizzle out when pipelines are built or expanded," he
added.
Federal Canadian data show that,
between January and October last
year, oil shipments by rail were up
59 percent from the same period in
2016.
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Exxon Mobil
will triple
production in
the Permian
basin, the
hottest US shale
oil field, by 2025
Tom DiChristopher
Published 12:52 PM ET Tue, 30
Jan 2018 Updated 4:58 PM ET
Tue, 30 Jan 2018 CNBC.com

Brittany Sowacke | Bloomberg |
Getty Images
A worker prepares to lift drills by
pulley to the main floor of a drilling rig in the Permian basin.

crude, natural gas and other product from the Permian to the Gulf Coast
output. In 2016, Exxon's total out- refining and export hub.
put was 4.1 million barrels of oil
equivalent per day.
The growing production will provide a cheap feedstock to three of
Exxon expects crude oil production Exxon's Texas refining and chemialone to increase five-fold in the
cal plants and another facility in
Permian, which runs beneath west- Baton Rouge, Louisiana, the comern Texas and eastern New Mexico. pany said.
Last year, Exxon doubled its Permian holdings through the $5.6 bil- Byproducts from oil and gas drilllion acquisition of companies
ing are the inputs for chemicals
owned by the Bass family.
such as polyethylene, the most
commonly used plastic in manufac"Our geographic and competitive
turing. The petrochemicals segment
advantages in the Permian position is a major growth area for oil comthe company for strong growth and panies such as Exxon, in part due to
long-term value creation," Sara
surging use of plastics in developOrtwein, president of Exxon's shale ing nations.
oil and gas subsidiary XTO Energy,
said in a statement. "We can deliver
profitable production at a range of
prices, and we have logistics and
technology advantages over our
competitors."
Exxon Mobil to invest more than
$50 billion in the US over 5
years 3:31 PM ET Mon, 29 Jan
2018 | 00:58

Last year, Exxon said it would invest $20 billion to build chemical,
The oil giant also plans to spend $2 refining, lubricant and liquefied
natural gas facilities along the U.S.
billion to expand infrastructure to
bring oil and feedstocks to market. Gulf coast.
Exxon Mobil on Tuesday said it
Bottlenecks have emerged as a conwill triple its production of oil and cern in the Permian as drillers
Exxon is scheduled to announce
chemical feedstocks in one of the
fourth-quarter 2017 and full-year
packed into the basin in recent
most productive shale basins in the years to take advantage of its low- earnings on Friday morning. Shares
United States and expand infracost production during a prolonged of the company were down nearly 1
structure to bring those products to oil price slump.
percent at about $87 on Tuesday.
market by 2025.
The stock is up 2.8 percent over the
last year, lagging other integrated
U.S. shale drillers use advanced
The announcement came one day
technology such as horizontal drill- oil companies.
after the world's largest publicly
ing and hydraulic fracturing to
listed oil company said it would
wring oil and gas from rock forratchet up its U.S. investments to
mations. Oil companies have driv$50 billion over the next five years, en down the cost of the process and
in part due to the benefit of recent can quickly start and shut producU.S. tax cuts.
tion from shale wells, giving them
flexibility when crude prices sink.
The Irving, Texas-based oil major Exxon plans to expand the Wink,
said it plans to increase total daily Texas, crude oil terminal it acproduction in the U.S. Southwest's quired in October in order to bring
Permian Basin by 600,000 barrels its production and third-party oil
of oil equivalent, a measure of
15

Just Released!
The Third Edition

The newly revised
Bit of Fun
Energy Activity Book
Be the first to order the latest edition
of PetroMolly’s & PetroMack’s
Discoveries in Energy.
Price - $3.00 each
Quantities of 1000 or more $2.50
Contact Wayne @ the new ADO office
for details!
ado@addc.org
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Look for our Booth!
ADDC # 4716

The D&D Standard Oil & Gas Abbreviator is an indispensable tool for anyone working in oil
and gas or other energy industries, for students pursuing courses of study related to the industry, and for employees of allied industries. The book is available from The Desk and Derrick
Club of Tulsa through Gaye Marrs, gmarrs@cimarex.com or 918-295-1677. Cost is $40 to
members and $45 to non-members, plus $5 for shipping, if necessary.
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In Colorado, a
glimpse of
renewable
energy’s insanely cheap future
Even with storage,
new renewables beat
existing coal.
By David Roberts
Jan 16, 2018, 2:00pm EST

Shutterstock
This month, energy nerds are very
excited about a utility bid solicitation.
Wait, hear me out. It really is exciting!
Usually, when we talk about how renewable energy will evolve in the next
five years, we rely on analysts and
projections. This is different.
When a utility puts out a request for
proposals (RFP) — asking developers
to bid in for the chance to build new
energy resources — the developers
who respond aren’t guessing, or boasting. They are laying down a marker
that might get called. They are promising only what they are confident they
can deliver.
That makes the responses to an RFP a
clear snapshot of the state of the industry, relatively unembellished by
ideology or public relations spin. This
particular snapshot reveals that, on the

ground, renewable energy costs are falling
faster than even the
most optimistic analyst
had projected.
(Let’s face it: In most
areas of life, when you
look past the hype at
the real numbers, it’s
depressing. Renewable
energy is one area
where that typical dynamic is diverted. The
closer you look, the
better the news gets!)
Colorado’s biggest utility seeks lots
of new renewables
First, a brief bit of backstory.
The utility in question is Xcel Energy,
Colorado’s biggest, which serves 3.3
million electricity customers in the
upper Midwest, Colorado, and New
Mexico.
In 2016, Xcel released its Colorado
Energy Proposal, which was news in
itself. [1/18/18: see clarification at
bottom of post.] The pr oposal would
shut down two coal plants in the state
and replace their output with roughly
700 MW of solar, 1 GW of wind, and
700 MW of natural gas by 2023. That
would put Xcel’s Colorado energy
mix at roughly 55 percent renewables.
(Xcel’s reasons for ramping up renewable energy are complex — part price,
part taking advantage of federal tax
credits, part public sentiment.)

how much new power by 2023 we
need. Whatcha got?”
At the very tail end of last year, while
everyone was busy with the holidays,
the company quietly issued a report on
the results.
They were mind-blowing. An unprecedented number of developers came
forward, eager to build renewable energy and eager to couple it with energy storage, all at unprecedented prices.
It seems the people building this stuff
are more confident than the analysts
writing reports on it.
In Colorado, new renewables are
cheap as hell, even with storage
Here’s a high-level overview of the
bids and projects received in response
to the RFP:
Xcel
This is about as striking as spreadsheets get.
First, the scale!
Xcel says that its 2013 all-source soBased on that plan, in 2017 the Xcel
subsidiary Public Service Company of licitation yielded 55 bids. The 2017
Colorado issued an “all-source solici- equivalent received 430 individual
bids, for 238 separate projects.
tation,” which amounts to the utility
saying to private developers: “Here’s (Sometimes developers bid multiple
times on a single project, with different combinations of financing, timeline, etc.)
A total of 350 of the bids involve renewable energy (134 for solar alone),
representing more than 100 GW of
capacity. Developers are chomping at
the bit to build this stuff — partly to
claim expiring federal tax credits,
partly to claim market share in a
booming sector, and partly just because they are human beings and excited about clean energy.
Second, the storage!
The big knock against wind and solar
power is that they are variable — they
come and go with the weather; they
20

are not “dispatchable.” Critics say their
low prices are misleading, because
they must be backed up by “firm” capacity that can be turned on and off at
will.
One way to make wind and solar more
firm (ahem) is to attach storage, which
can store excess production during the
day when it’s cheap and sell it into the
system at night when it’s more valuable. Storage extends the range of hours
a renewable energy project is able to
operate.
The problem is that adding storage
adds considerable cost. But the Xcel
bids show that is changing.
The median bid for a wind project was
$18.10/MWh; the median for
wind+storage was $21, just three dollars higher. The median bid for a solar
PV project was $29.50/MWh; the median bid for solar+storage was $36,
just seven dollars higher. (Keep in
mind what median means: Half the
projects bid cheaper than this.)
Wind+storage in Australia — and,
soon, Colorado. Tesla
Here are a few comparisons to help put
those numbers in perspective:
According to Carbon Tracker, based
on these bids, new wind+storage
energy in Colorado is cheaper than
energy from the state’s existing
coal plants; solar+storage energy
is cheaper than 75 percent of the
state’s coal energy. This is worth
repeating, because it’s a significant
milestone: In Colorado, getting
energy from new renewable energy projects with storage is cheaper
than getting it from existing coal
plants. Coal is dead.
The cheapest previously known solar+storage price in the US was $45/
MWh, in a PPA signed by Tucson
Electric last year. The median Xcel bid
for solar+storage beats that by $9.
For the Tucson project, storage added
about $15/MWh to the cost of the solar. Compare that to the $3 to $7 added
by storage in the Xcel bids. Storage
prices are plunging, and as they do,
renewables become more competitive.
The financial advisory firm Lazard
issues a much-watched analysis each

year of the “levelized cost of energy
(LCOE),” a measure that purports to
directly compare energy sources based
on total costs. Its 2017 analysis estimated that solar+batteries has an
LCOE of $82/MWh. You might notice
that the median Xcel bid for solar+storage is less than half that.
(Important caveats: The Lazard LCOE
is for solar with 10 hours of storage,
but we do not yet know how much
storage is involved in the Xcel bids;
Lazard estimates unsubsidized costs,
while Xcel projects will benefit from
federal tax credits; Lazard’s estimate is
for 2017, while developers are effectively bidding 2023 costs. Direct comparisons are difficult. Point is, the
number is vaulting down.)

cycle that analysts looking at averages
miss.
That helps explain why reports that
focus on real-world projects (“bottom
up” reports) tend to be so bullish on
renewables. For instance, the latest
report on renewable energy costs from
the International Renewable Energy
Agency (IRENA), drawing on 15,000
data points from projects around the
globe, concludes that by 2020, “all the
renewable power generation technologies that are now in commercial use
are expected to fall within the fossil
fuel-fired cost range.” That’s only two
years away!
The Xcel RFP in Colorado is a relatively small signal, but it is one of
many sending the same message: renewable energy is not “alternative”
Renewables just keep outpacing ex- any more. Costs are dropping so fast
it’s difficult to keep track. It is the
pectations
Colorado has excellent solar and wind cheapest power available in more and
more places, and by the time children
resources, but it isn’t the only place
where real-world bids are racing ahead born today enter college, it is likely to
be the cheapest everywhere. That’s a
of official estimates like Lazard’s.
different world.
Saudi Arabia recently saw bids for
utility-scale solar at under $20/MWh, Clarification, 1/18/18: I simplified
which is less than half Lazard’s lowest this, perhaps to the point where it is
misleading.
estimate for the range of solar LCOE
As part of its Electric Resource Plan
($46/MWh).
(ERP) proceeding, Xcel developed two
At an auction in Chile last year, a soportfolios for bidding, based on two
lar+storage project won at $34.40/
MWh, which is a third lower than the potential future capacity needs. Then,
in August 2017, after extensive negotilowest Lazard LCOE estimates for
ation, Xcel and some 15 parties to the
solar alone.
ERP entered into a “stipulation” that
A company called ViZn Energy Systems, which uses flow batteries rather asked the PUC to let Xcel develop a
third portfolio for bidding — the Colothan lithium-ion, is promising $27/
MWh solar+storage by 2023, when the rado Energy Plan Portfolio (CEP),
which is the subject of this post.
Xcel projects are scheduled to be
online. By comparison, Bloomberg
New Energy Finance projects an aver- If the PUC approves the request
age LCOE of a little higher than that
(which it probably will), then Xcel will
for solar alone in 2030.
pursue the CEP, unless one of the other portfolios can shown to be materially less expensive (which it probably
What broad averages like LCOE can
obscure is that the value of renewable won’t). Long story short: Xcel is probably going to pursue the CEP, but it’s
energy (and storage) varies widely
from place to place and market to mar- not yet a sure thing.
ket. In places with competitive procurement of energy (still a minority of
energy markets in the world) and good
renewable resources, renewables are
crushing fossil fuels, even natural gas.
Every market like that is a leading
wedge, allowing the industry to scale
up faster and drive down costs in other
markets. This drives a self-reinforcing
21

About Our
Association

MOTTO
Greater Knowledge—Greater Service

PURPOSE
The Association of Desk and Derrick Clubs (ADDC), an international
non-profit organization, is a premier provider of energy education and
professional development. ADDC’s purpose shall be to promote the
education and professional development of individuals employed in or
affiliated with the petroleum, energy and allied industries, and to
educate the general public about these industries as well as the
companies and global communities the members serve.

MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to enhance and foster a positive image to the global
community by promoting the contribution of the petroleum, energy,

and allied industries through education by using all resources available.
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